Abstract. We study continuous interfacial transitions, analagous to two-dimensional complete wetting, associated with the first-order prewetting line, which can occur on steps, patterned walls, grooves and wedges, and which are sensitive to both the range of the intermolecular forces and interfacial fluctuation effects. These transitions compete with wetting, filling and condensation producing very rich phase diagrams even for relatively simple prototypical geometries. Using microscopic classical density functional theory to model systems with realistic Lennard-Jones fluid-fluid and fluidsubstrate intermolecular potentials, we compute mean-field fluid density profiles, adsorption isotherms and phase diagrams for a variety of confining geometries.
Many studies of fluid adsorption have highlighted the fundamental differences in the properties of fluids confined in small pores, of various shapes, with those of their bulk counterparts, e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] . A spatially confined fluid can be characterised by an effective dimensionality which affects fluid-fluid interactions, correlations and fluctuations particularly when interfaces are formed. In addition external forces, such as those induced by the intermolecular interactions of the fluid with the confining walls, introduce new independent thermodynamic fields, and can lead, in accordance with the Gibbs phase rule, to a very rich phase behaviour [5] [6] [7] . In particular, it has been shown that fluids adsorbed at walls [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , in capillary pores and slits [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , and in more exotic, sculpted geometries [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] such as grooves [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] and wedges [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] can exhibit many new phase transitions, including wetting, prewetting, capillary condensation and filling. As well as being of fundamental interest to the modern statistical mechanical theory of inhomogeneous fluids, these transitions are also relevant to numerous applications of nanofluidics, such as chemical-and bioengineering as well as related technologies, e.g. [36] . In the present work we consider the consequences for the adsorption and nucleation properties of a confined fluid when a prewetting transition occurs on a non-planar or heterogeneous substrate, and study these for the first time.
Consider the interface between a planar substrate (wall) and a bulk gas at temperature T and chemical potential µ. At bulk coexistence, µ = µ sat (T ) this system may exhibit a wetting transition corresponding to the vanishing of the contact angle θ as T is raised to a wetting temperature T w [20, [37] [38] [39] . This means that for T > T w the wallgas interface is completely wet by liquid (θ = 0). Then, the complete wetting transition refers to the continuous divergence of the fluid adsorption Γ, due to the unbinding of the liquid-gas interface from the wall, as µ → µ sat (T ). The properties of this transition are very well understood and were first elucidated many years ago by the Russian school of Derjaguin and Churaev who showed that the presence of long-ranged intermolecular dispersion forces lead to a characteristic power law divergence Γ ≈ (µ sat − µ) −1/3 . If the wetting transition is first-order in character then, as T approaches T w at µ = µ sat (T ), the adsorption Γ of liquid jumps from a microscopic to a macroscopic value. Associated with this is a prewetting curve, extending away from µ sat (T ) corresponding to a line of first-order transitions representing the coexistence of thin and thick liquid films adsorbed at the wall. In T -µ parameter space, the loci of prewetting transitions form a curve µ pw (T ), which approaches the bulk saturation curve tangentially and which terminates at a prewetting critical point where the distinction between thick and thick adsorbed films ends -a transition that belongs to the 2D Ising universality class [40] . In the present study we demonstrate that, by further modifying the planar substrate geometry, the first-order prewetting curve can induce new continuous wetting-like transitions in the fluid which now occur parallel to the substrate. We refer to such transitions as complete or continuous prewetting since they are directly analogous to two dimensional (2D) complete wetting but are driven by the proximity of the prewetting line rather than bulk coexistence. These transitions are characterised by a similar power-law divergence to complete wetting but with a modified critical exponent owing to the reduced effective dimensionality of the transition. The possibility of such transitions was speculated upon first by Hauge in his treatment of wedge wetting [41] , and later independently by Saam for a substrate with a step [42] . In the present work we study these transitions for the first time using microscopic density functional theory, and show that they may also occur in a capillary groove, where continuous prewetting competes with continuous capillary-condensation [17, 29] .
Hauge's discussion of continuous prewetting was based primarily on simple macroscopic considerations [41] . Consider a wedge made by the junction of two planar walls tilted at angles ±α to the horizontal [see figure 1(a)], and thus meeting each other with an opening angle π − 2α. We suppose that the planar walls exhibit first-order wetting transition. Next suppose that the chemical potential µ is close to, but slightly below, that of the pre-wetting curve µ pw [1(b)] and write ∆µ = µ − µ sat < 0. Under these circumstances it is natural to suppose that the local height of the interface from the wall must show a step, at some distance δx from the apex. This step corresponds to the "interface", along the wall rather than normal to it, between the thick and thin prewetting states. Because µ < µ pw the distance δx must be finite since the thick pre-wetting film is metastable. However, because the wedge apex preferentially adsorbs liquid, we can anticipate that as µ → µ pw the distance δx diverges in a continuous manner. That is, the "thick" prewetting phase, completely wets the interface between the wedge apex and the "thin" prewetting phase. To model this more quantitatively recall that at prewetting, the equilibrium between the thick and thin films of respective local heights η π and η ∞ can be described within a Cahn-Hilliard type treatment [43] by a double-well effective potential W (η) with two equal minima at η π and η ∞ . Then, at µ µ pw , where the thick film is metastable, W (η) has the shape sketched in figure 1(c), whereη ∞ ≈ η ∞ andη π ≈ η π , and the approximate equalities become exact as µ → µ pw . Figure 2 . Unbinding of the thick-thin film interface during step wetting for µ → µ pw at fixed T . The height of the solid step is equal to η π . The growing thick film can be viewed as 2D complete wetting of the step edge.
For shallow wedges we may reasonably suppose that the free-energy cost of an interfacial configuration (x) is described by the interfacial model [32, 44] :
where σ lg is the liquid-gas interface tension and η (x) = (x) − α |x| is the local height of the interface to the wall. Minimising H [l (x)] results in the Euler-Lagrange equation
with the boundary conditionsη (0) = sign (x) α, andη → 0, as x → ∞. Here sign (x) denotes the signum function and the dot and the prime denote differentiation with respect to x and η, respectively. The first integral of (2) is
which determines the phase portrait (η, η) of the interfacial profile. Hence, at the midpoint x = 0 [corresponding to pointÃ in figure 1(a)] the local interfacial height η 0 satisfies
which is represented in the graphical construction as point A in figure 1(c) [32, 44] . The profile itself η (x) is given in the form of the inverse function:
The length δx of the thick film plateau follows from integrating (5) in a small vicinity around the metastable minimum of W (η) atη π . If, in standard fashion [45] , we approximate W (η) in the vicinity ofη π by a parabola it is straightforward to show that
Here the characteristic length ξ = σ lg /W (η π ) is the parallel correlation length of the thick prewetting film layer on a planar wall. This logarithmic divergence is reminiscent of the complete wetting of planar wall-fluid interfaces in systems with short-ranged forces but with ξ replacing the bulk correlation length of the adsorbed liquid film [39] . If this, prewetting induced complete wetting-like transition occurs at temperatures T only slightly higher than T w , then the lengthscale ξ is very large indicating that δx is always large. We should however be suspicious of the accuracy of the prediction (6) for µ very close to µ pw since the local interfacial model (1) does not explicitly allow for the influence of long-ranged forces parallel to the wall. If such forces are present we can anticipate that sufficiently close to µ pw the form of δx shows cross-over from a logarithmic divergence to a different power-law. This was in fact the conclusion reached by Saam [42] in his study of continuous pre-wetting induced on a substrate with a step rather than a wedge. He considered a solid step, with height equal or greater to that of the thick planar prewetting film, which is immersed in gas at chemical potential µ µ pw (see figure 2 ). Saam focused only on determining the equilibrium length δx of the thick pre-wetting layer induced by the step rather the full interface height profile. The free energy per unit (transverse to the step) can be written as a sum of a 2D "bulk" term, arising from the metastable cost of having a layer of the thick pre-wetting film of distance δx, and a direct repulsive term V eff (δx) arising from the intermolecular interactions between the thick film and the substrate slab of height η π − η ∞ in the step. Ignoring constant contributions Saam wrote this as
where ∆ρ sat = ρ liq − ρ vap is the difference between saturated liquid and vapour densities, δµ = µ − µ pw and δη pw = η π − η ∞ . Consider a system with a Lennard-Jones (LJ) wall-fluid intermolecular potential
where ε 0 is the potential strength and σ 0 the core-diameter. If we assume that the local intefacial height jumps from η π to η ∞ at position δx then integration of (8) over the substrate volume, leads to an effective potential of the form
where A is the appropriate Hamaker-like constant which will also depend on the strength of the fluid-fluid LJ interaction. This expression is similar to the algebraically decaying term ∝ −2 in the binding potential W ( ) for complete wetting at a planar wall in systems with LJ forces see, e.g., [38] ). The power-law decay of V eff (x) is different due to the reduced dimensionality of the volume integration. Minimising (7) and (9) with respect to δx, we obtain
which now, unlike (6) depends explicitly on the range of the intermolecular forces. In principle this prediction is further modified by pseudo one dimensional fluctuations in the position of the thick-thin interface. These are analogous to those occurring at 2D complete wetting. Such fluctuations arise from the bending of the thick-thin interface which are suppressed by an approximate effective stiffness (η π − η ∞ ) σ lg . That is, as µ → µ pw , there should be cross-over to a universal result δx ∝ (µ pw − µ) −1/3 where the exponent here corresponds to the universality class of fluctuation-dominated complete wetting -the 2D weak-fluctuation regime [46] . However, away from the near vicinity of the pre-wetting critical point, where other fluctuations are important (see later) the effective stiffness is large and almost completely suppresses fluctuation effects. This means that the mean-field prediction (10) remains valid for all practical purposes [26] .
Similarly in a shallow wedge we expect that the weak logarithmic divergence (6) crosses over to the algebraic expression (10) sufficiently close to the pre-wetting line. The location of the cross-over is determined by the size of parallel correlation length ξ and is therefore most sharp, and occurs closest to µ pw , for temperatures T near T w .
In what follows, we explore in more detail the mechanism of thick film nucleation using the well established density functional theory (DFT) of classical fluids. DFT systematically accounts for the spatial inhomogeneity of a confined fluid, as well as for the non-local character of intermolecular fluid-fluid and fluid-substrate interactions. Thus, detailed DFT computations which start from a microscopic description of intermolecular fluid-fluid and fluid-substrate interactions can yield density profiles, freeenergies and phase diagrams which serve as a a benchmark and proof of concept of the mesoscopic ideas described above and depicted in figures 1 and 2. We will consider three different types of spatially heterogeneous substrates capable of inducing complete prewetting (see figure 3 ): a heterogeneous planar wall, a wedge and a capillary groove. Wetting of all three is in principle experimentally accessible [2, 22, 27, 47] .
In the next section we describe the DFT model and computational methodology. The analysis of the three different confining geometries and corresponding computational results are detailed in section 2. Concluding remarks are given in section 3 where we highlight further lines of study.
Theoretical framework

Density functional theory
Within classical DFT the equilibrium, spatially dependent, fluid number density ρ (r) is obtained by minimising the grand free energy functional [48, 49] :
where the integration is carried out over the available fluid volume. In this description the substrate is modelled as an inert spectator phase or wall which generates an external potential V (r) arising from the cumulative fluid-substrate interactions while F [ρ (r)] is the "intrinsic" Helmholtz free energy functional. In our studies we use a van der Waals-like mean-field functional [49] :
where
is the ideal free energy density while k B and λ are the Boltzmann constant and the thermal wavelength, respectively. In the expression (12) ψ (ρ) is the configurational free energy density of a reference hard sphere fluid which models the short-ranged intermolecular repulsions in the fluid. In our calculations we use the Carnahan-Starling equation of state for the hard-sphere fluid, ψ (ρ) in (12) is given by [50] :
where σ is the hard sphere diameter. The final term in (12) is the non-local contribution coming from the attractive part ϕ attr (r) of the fluid-fluid intermolecular potential. For the latter we use standard Barker-Henderson thermodynamic perturbation theory [51] :
Of course when the fluid density is translationally invariant along one or two directions, it is convenient to consider the grand free energy per units of length and area, respectively. The last term in (12) can then be simplified by carrying out the integration analytically along the directions of constant density, see (A.1) and (A.2) of the Appendix.
The present model treats the repulsive contribution to F [ρ (r)] within a purely local description which is well known to neglect excluded volume contributions. As a result, our density profiles do not exhibit the characteristic short-range near-wall oscillations and layering which can be captured with more refined non-local approximations such as fundamental measure theory [48, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . However we do not anticipate that such packing effects are of importance to the discussion of complete prewetting. Similarly the mean-field nature of the grand potential function (12) means that our results do not capture effects associated with long wavelength fluctuations in the local position of the thick-thin interface in the direction along the step or wedge. However as remarked above these are unimportant for all practical purposes because of the large stiffness associated with the thick-thin film interface. With these caveats the model functional (12) provides a suitable microscopic starting point for studying complete prewetting phenomena in a variety of confined geometries.
The wall-fluid potential
At large distances, we assume that the wall-fluid intermolecular interaction is given by (8) , with the substrate-specific parameters, ε 0 = ε s and σ 0 = σ s , which is then integrated over the volume of the substrate to obtain the cumulative fluid-substrate potential V (r). To avoid a non-physical divergence of V (r) at contact with the fluid as purely mathematical device we suppose that the substrate surface is coated by a thin layer of a spectator solid phase of width H 0 , which serves to cut-off the short-ranged divergence [57] . The fluid-substrate potential is then given by where ρ s is the average density of the substrate material, and the integration is carried out over the volume of the substrate excluding the wall coating. The substrate geometries considered in the present work are sketched in figure 3 . For reference we also consider a special case of the homogeneous wall, V (r) ≡ V hm pln (y), given by the usual "3-9" potential [38, 48, 49] :
The corresponding fluid density ρ (r) ≡ ρ hm pln (y) is translationally invariant along the xand z-axes. A closely related system is a slit pore of width H, which is made up of two homogeneous planar walls separated by a distance H. The potential for this slit pore is given by
The corresponding fluid density ρ (r) ≡ ρ slt (y) is defined for r = (x, y, z) with x, z ∈ (−∞, +∞) and y ∈ [0, H], and is translationally invariant along the x-and z-axes. Figure 3 (b) shows a right-angle wedge with V (r) ≡ V wdg (x, y) (given in the Appendix, see (A.8)). The corresponding fluid density, ρ (r) ≡ ρ wdg (x, y), is non-zero for r = (x, y, z) with x, y ∈ [0, +∞) and z ∈ (−∞, +∞), and is translationally invariant along the z-axis. Finally figure 3(c) shows a semi-infinite rectangular groove, which can be thought of as a capillary slit plugged at one end. The corresponding expression for V (r) ≡ V grv (x, y) is given in (A.9) of the Appendix. The density of the fluid inside such a groove, ρ (r) ≡ ρ grv (x, y), is non-zero for r = (x, y, z) with x ∈ [0, +∞), y ∈ [0, H] and z ∈ (−∞, +∞), and is translationally invariant along the z-axis.
Phase coexistence
The equilibrium density profile ρ (r) is obtained via an unconstrained minimisation of Ω [ρ (r)], by solving numerically the non-linear and non-local Euler-Lagrange integral equation:
where ψ (ρ) is the derivative of ψ (ρ) with respect to ρ. Our numerical approach is based on an extension of the Chebyshev spectral collocation method [17, 57] . In particular, the space occupied by the fluid along the x-and y-axes is discretized by the tensor product grid of conformally mapped Chebyshev spectral collocation points. This allows us to compute the integral terms efficiently and accurately. Discretization of the physical domain then transforms (18) into a system of non-linear algebraic equations, which can be solved by Newton iteration. Further details may be found in [17, 57] . We also use a sophisticated arc-length continuation algorithm [57] to obtain isotherms, i.e., families of solutions, {ρ (r)} µ , at fixed temperature T , for different chemical potentials µ approaching µ sat (T ) from below. For a given set {ρ (r)} µ , we can then obtain the grand potential, Ω (µ), from (11) . Phase transitions in the confined fluid can then be investigated using standard mean-field methods [58] . For example a first-order phase transition, occurring at µ 0 , corresponds to different coexisting density profiles ρ 1 (r) and ρ 2 (r), expressed as
where (19a) is equivalent to (18) and (19b) expresses the condition that Ω (µ) selfintersects at µ 0 . Rather than analysing the total Ω (µ) directly, it is more convenient in practice to consider the excess grand free energy Ω ex (µ) obtained by subtracting the appropriate bulk or background contribution. These are different for each of the geometries considered. Then, conjugate to the excess grand free energy is the appropriate adsorption Γ (µ), which is related to Ω ex (µ) via the surface Gibbs-Duhem equation [17, 58] :
In the following section we consider each of the systems from figure 3 in detail, and define the respective excess quantities.
Computational results and discussion
We use the parameters ε and σ in (14) as the natural units of energy and length. In terms of these the bulk critical temperature is T c = 1.006 (ε/k B ). For the fluid-substrate potential we set ρ s = 1 and choose the parameters ε s , σ s and H 0 so that, for a planar wall, s = 2, which we will refer to as substrate type 1 and 2 respectively.
Homogeneous planar wall
We begin by considering adsorption isotherms and the surface phase diagram for a homogeneous planar wall. Since, far from the wall, the equilibrium fluid density profile ρ hm pln (y) tends to its bulk value ρ b , it is customary to consider the excess grand free energyΩ ex pln per unit area L x L z by subtracting the grand free energy of the bulk fluid. The corresponding expressions forΩ ex pln and its conjugate adsorptionΓ pln are [48, 49] :
where L x , L y and L z macroscopic dimensions of our system along the x-, y-and z-axes respectively. Here the bulk Grand potential Ω [
is the volume and p is the bulk pressure. For thick wetting layers the adsorption can be used to identify the "height" h of the adsorbed liquid film in standard fashion h =Γ pln /∆ρ sat . Applying continuation in µ and T to (18) and (19), respectively, we obtain density profiles and free-energies allowing us to determine the prewetting curve. Figure 4 (a) shows prewetting curves ∆µ (i) pw (T ) for the two different homogeneous planar walls, where i = 1, 2 refers to the type of substrate under consideration. As expected we find that each prewetting curve approaches the saturation curve tangentially at the appropriate T (i) w while at a higher temperature ends at a prewetting critical point [49] . Two different isotherms at T a = 0.96 and T b = 0.9 are considered in more detail. Both walls exhibit a thin-thick transition, corresponding to crossing the prewetting at the lower temperature T b , whereas at T a a transition only occurs on wall 2. The corresponding isotherms for the excess grand free energy and adsorption are presented in figures 4 (b) and (c), and show hysteresis loops characteristic of mean-field phase transitions. For both types of wall our numerical results indicate that the adsorption diverges continuously as ∆µ → 0 asΓ
in accordance with the expected power-law behaviour for systems with LJ intermolecular forces [38, 49] .
Heterogeneous planar wall
Consider a heterogeneous wall [see figure 3(a)], which consists of two half-planes made up of substrate types 1 and 2 for x ≤ 0 and x > 0, respectively. Fixing the temperature at T a (see figure 4) , we increase µ towards saturation, thus passing the value µ
pw (T a ) of prewetting on type 2 wall but not of wall 1.
Equilibrium density profiles ρ ht pln (x, y) obtained by solving (18) using continuation in µ are depicted in figure 5 ; the top three profiles are for µ < µ figure 4(c) . It is clear from inspection that the faster-growing adsorption on the left half-plane serves as a nucleation center for the thick prewetting film on the right half-plane. As µ approaches µ > pw , the thick-thin prewetting film interface continuously unbinds along the surface of the right half-plane. In the limit µ → µ > pw , the right half-plane is entirely covered by the thick prewetting film. Above µ > pw , the adsorbed film height grows continuously, and the heterogeneous wall is completely wet by liquid in the limit µ → µ sat .
Using the density profiles we can estimate the excess adsorption of atoms N ex on the right half-plane, at µ < µ > pw , compared to that at a homogeneous wall under the same conditions. We write this as
where l > pln is the length of the thick prewetting film measured along the right half-plane from x = 0 to the thick-thin film interface and ∆h (2) pw is the difference between the heights of the thin and thick prewetting films on type 2 homogeneous wall. Our DFT computation suggests that l > pln diverges as µ → µ > pw . With the help of thermodynamics, we can obtain an estimate of l > pln in terms of a rigorously defined adsorption quantity, which will also give us a better understanding of the transition to a thick prewetting film on the right half-plane. First we express (11) in the form
where ω (r) is the grand free energy density. The grand free energy excess over the homogeneous wall is then given by
where ω ht pln (x, y) and ω
pln (y) are the fluid grand free energy densities corresponding to the heterogeneous wall and the homogeneous type 2 wall, respectively. Since ρ ht pln (x, y) → ρ b as y → ∞, and ρ ht pln (x, y) → ρ hm pln (y) of the homogeneous type 2 wall as x → +∞, (25) is guaranteed to be finite for ∆µ < 0. Evaluating the thermodynamic conjugate to Ω ex pln (µ), we obtain the adsorption:
where ρ hm pln (y) in the integrand corresponds to the homogeneous type 2 wall. Using (26) we can express (23) as N ex = L z Γ pln , and find where ∆Γ (2) pln (µ > pw ) is the difference in adsorption of thick and thin prewetting films on homogeneous type 2 wall.
Thus, the unbinding prewetting film corresponds to the divergence of Γ pln (µ) as µ → µ > pw . Since at any given ∆µ < 0, the left half-plane adsorbs more liquid on its surface than the right half-plane, we can consider that there exists an additional effective external potential acting on the fluid near the wall at x > 0:
where h (1) (µ) is the height along the y-axis of the liquid film adsorbed on the left half-plane, and dots represent higher-order terms. For µ µ > pw , the length of the prewetting film unbinding along the right half-plane is large, and is controlled by the potential V > (x, y) in (28) . Therefore, Γ pln (µ) should satisfy a non-universal power-law determined by the range of the LJ intermolecular forces, also known to hold for other geometries [17, 26, 42] :
The divergence of Γ pln (µ) as µ → µ > pw is illustrated in figure 6 , where the adsorption is plotted against logarithmic axes. The predicted asymptote (29) , shown as the dashed line, is in very good agreement with our numerical computations. The divergence of Γ pln (µ) means that the prewetting transition occurring at µ In what follows, we consider two more examples of this transition occurring in different geometries.
Wedge
An alternative way of inducing a continuous or complete prewetting transition is to consider a bulk gas in contact with a wedge. Consider for example a right-angle wedge formed by the junction of two planar walls, as sketched in figure 3(b) . In general a wedge geometry enhances the adsorption of fluid compared to that occurring at a flat wall. Thus a right-angle wedge is completely filled with liquid, at bulk coexistence, ∆µ = 0 for all temperatures for which the contact angle, as defined for the planar wallgas interface, satisfies θ < π/4 [31, 41, 44] . The condition θ (T f ) = π/4 therefore identifies the filling temperature T f of a right-angle wedge. Here we are not concerned with the filling transition itself but rather the impact of the prewetting line on the preferential adsorption of liquid near the wedge apex occurring for temperatures T > T w > T f as the chemical potential µ is increased towards bulk coexistence. To this end consider the complete filling of a right-angle wedge made from walls of substrate of type 1. The above thermodynamic condition identifies the filling temperature as T f = 0.693. Thus by considering an isotherm at a higher temperature T b , for which the walls exhibit a prewetting transition occurring at ∆µ
can probe how the preferential nucleation of liquid at the apex influences the adsorption. Several density profiles ρ wdg (x, y) corresponding to wedge filling are plotted in figure 7 on a grey scale between ρ vap = 0.08 (white) and ρ liq = 0.48 (black). Again dashed white line marks the sharp interface along the contour of (ρ vap + ρ liq )/2. At µ approaching µ
(1) pw from below (top three profiles), we observe the nucleation and continuous unbinding of prewetting films from the wedge apex, so that in the limit µ → µ (1) pw , the walls are covered by a thick prewetting film. Increasing µ above µ (1) pw leads to complete filling at µ sat , which is manifested by continuously unbinding liquid-gas interface (bottom three profiles). The distance from the apex to the interface increases proportionally 
pw . The dashed line is a guide to eye plotted according to Γ pln (µ) ∝ µ to ∆µ −1 , where the critical exponent is universal and independent of the range of the intermolecular forces [31, 44] . Prompted by the symmetry of ρ wdg (x, y), as well as the fact that far from the apex along any side wall, the density ρ wdg (x, y) must tend to ρ hm pln (y) at a homogeneous planar wall, we define the excess grand potential and adsorption relative to the configuration
where Θ (x) is the step function. We, thus, have
The benefit of (31b) is that, analogous to (27) , Γ wdg can be related to the length l along the wedge walls of the unbinding prewetting films by l = Γ pln (µ) /2∆Γ (1) pln (µ (1) pw ). This, in turn, highlights the singularity of the grand potential at µ (1) pw . Since the fluidsubstrate intermolecular interactions are given by (8) , an expression similar to (28) holds for the unbinding films, and so the divergence of Γ wdg (µ) should obey the same law (29) :
pw .
Figure 8(a) shows the calculated adsorption isotherm, which consists of two branches corresponding to complete prewetting (black) and complete filling (grey), respectively. At µ (1) pw we used the profile of thick coexisting film in (30) and (31b) to compute Γ wdg (µ (1) pw ) on the grey branch. We note, that the part of the grey branch for ∆µ between the spinodal of prewetting at ∆µ 
pw , where prewetting films on walls are metastable, corresponds to unstable configurations in the wedge, because the corresponding Ω ex wdg (µ) is non-concave at these values of ∆µ [58] . It is also noteworthy that although at µ > µ (1) pw the adsorption (31b) cannot be directly linked with the distance from the wedge apex to the unbinding liquid-gas interface, the singularity Γ wdg (µ) → ∞ for µ → µ sat further highlights the fact that the physics of wetting in geometrically complex systems is strikingly different from that of planar wetting. Figure 8(a) shows the plot of Γ wdg (µ) using logarithmic axes and reveals an excellent agreement of the DFT computation with the theoretical expectation (32).
A Capillary groove
Finally we turn our attention to studying prewetting on the side walls of a groove or semi-infinite capillary slit as sketched in figure 3(b) . Far from the capped end the fluid density across the groove is essentially the same as the density profile of a fluid across an infinite slit of the same width, i.e. ρ grv (x, y) → ρ slt (y), as x → ∞. We therefore begin by calculating the surface phase diagram of this reference system.
The thermodynamics and phase transitions of fluids inside slit pores is very well understood [39, 40, [59] [60] [61] . The main effect of the finite size is to shift the bulk coexistence curve -an effect known as capillary condensation. Thus at low temperatures a low density, vapour-like phase condenses to a high density liquid phase at a chemical potential µ c (H, T ) distinct from µ sat . For large slit widths this shift is very well described by the macroscopic Kelvin equation
which is particularly accurate in the partial wetting regime below T w [60] . The loci of capillary condensation ends at a capillary critical point which is shifted below the bulk critical point. For large H the shift follows the standard finite-size scaling law
where ν is the 3D value of the critical exponent for the bulk correlation length exponent [59] . The critical singularities occurring at the capillary critical point belong themselves to that of the 2D Ising universality class, although this is not captured by mean-field DFT approaches. Of course the capillary slit geometry precludes the possibility of wetting transitions, nevertheless, thin-thick film transitions, which are indicative of the underlying first-order wetting behaviour will still be observed for sufficiently wide slits even down to microscopic sizes. That is, the prewetting curve, which will lie close to that occurring for a single wall-fluid interface, may cross the line of capillary condensation although its location will be slightly shifted from that for a semi-infinite wall-fluid interface. Figure 9 shows part of the surface phase diagram of a slit pore of width H = 40 with type 1 fluid-substrate potential obtained from (19) with continuation in T . The phase diagram consists of the condensation curve µ c (T ) (solid black) and the side wall prewetting curveμ pw (T ) (solid grey) intersecting at the slit pore triple point at T slt 3 . As remarked above the curveμ pw (T ) is shifted with respect to the single wall prewetting curve µ pw (T ) (dashed black), which we have reproduced here from figure 4(a) for illustration purposes [60] .
Capping a slit to form a groove, enriches the physics of wetting with the effects specific to the wetting properties of the capping and side walls. As first shown by Parry et al. [26] , the capping wall leads to the formation of a meniscus, separating capillaryliquid and capillary-gas phases, which, for walls made from materials that are completely wet by liquid, continuously unbinds from the groove bottom as µ → µ c . Subsequent DFT investigations [15, 29] demonstrated the possible existence of a capillary wetting temperature T cw , which separates first-order capillary condensation and continuous capillary condensation regimes. The phase diagram is further complicated if the groove is heterogeneous with different capped and side walls [62] . Nevertheless in a homogeneous groove, made from walls that are completely wet by liquid, and in the presence of LJ intermolecular forces we expect that the height of the meniscus from the capped end diverges on approaching µ c as (µ c − µ) −1/4 [15, 17, 18, 26] . This 1/4 power-law exponent characterising this continuous capillary condensation has the same simple origin as that occurring for continuous prewetting discussed in the present paper; namely the effective reduced dimensionality of the adsorbed liquid layer which decreases the direct repulsion of the interface/meniscus from the capped end. Figure 10 shows a number of equilibrium density profiles inside the groove under conditions of complete wetting at a temperature T = 0.93. The scale of the colouring covers a range of average densities between ρ c vap = 0.09 and ρ c liq = 0.40 of capillary liquid and vapour. We observe the nucleation and unbinding of prewetting films on the side walls, so that in the limit µ →μ pw at each wall the thick prewetting film grows continuously away from the capped end. Note that becauseμ pw < µ c the near circular meniscus remains pinned to the capped end. Only, after the continuous prewetting has occurred does the meniscus begin to unbind from the capped end. As mentioned above, continuous prewetting and continuous condensation in the groove should be characterized by the same critical exponent -1/4.
Since ρ grv (x, y) → ρ slt (y) as x → +∞, we can quantify the singularities associated with unbinding interfaces by considering the excess grand free energy and adsorption relative to ρ slt (y). That is
This allows us to consider both prewetting and condensation using the same excess quantities. At µ <μ pw , the length l of the prewetting film along the side walls can be approximated as l = Γ grv (µ) /2∆Γ (μ pw ), where ∆Γ (μ pw ) is the difference between the planar adsorption of the thick and thin prewetting films in the slit pore of width H. Similarly forμ pw < µ < µ c , the distance from the capping wall to the unbinding meniscus can be approximated by l m = Γ grv /H ρ c liq − ρ c vap . Figure 11 shows the computed adsorption isotherm, consisting of two branches corresponding to continuous prewetting of the side walls (black) and continuous condensation (grey). Forμ pw we used the profile of thick coexisting film in (34b) to compute Γ wdg (μ pw ) on the grey branch. Similar to our analysis of the isotherms for wedge wetting, the part of condensation branch at µ pw sp ≤ µ ≤μ pw , where µ pw sp is the spinodal of prewetting, is thermodynamically unstable. The logarithmic plot shows excellent numerical agreement with predicted theoretical value, −1/4 for the critical exponents. [17, 26, 29] .
Conclusions
In this paper we have used microscopic DFT to investigate the continuous prewetting transitions in three prototypical geometries: a heterogeneous planar wall, a wedge and finally a capillary groove. In each of these cases either the heterogeneity or the geometry serves to nucleate a thick liquid film in one part of the system. Then, as the prewetting phase boundary is approached a thick liquid film intrudes continuously into the region along the wall(s) covered by the thin film. For systems with LJ forces our numerical studies confirm that the lateral extent of the thick film grows with an exponent equal to −1/4 as predicted using simple effective Hamiltonian ideas. The value of this exponent is exactly the same as that describing the phenomenon of continuous capillary condensation in a deep groove. Both continuous capillary condensation and continuous prewetting are analogous to 2D complete wetting transitions and are, in principle, influenced by interfacial fluctuation effects in the leading edge of the thick film. However as discussed earlier, such fluctuations, which are not included in our DFT calculations are strongly suppressed due the large free energy cost of bending the thick-thin interface in the edge of the developing layer. Thus, just as for continuous capillary condensation, we anticipate that present mean-field predictions are accurate and may be tested in simulation studies and even experiments. There is one more phenomenon associated with prewetting in wedges and capillary grooves that deserves further study. This concerns the crossover from continuous prewetting to 2D critical adsorption as we choose isotherms at progressively higher temperatures. Obviously continuous prewetting does not occur for temperatures that are above the prewetting critical point -since then there is no distinction between thick and thin films. Consider the wedge geometry for example and imagine that we choose an isotherm exactly at the temperature corresponding to the prewetting critical point. Near the wedge apex the adsorption of liquid is still larger than that occurring far from it. As the chemical potential is increased towards that of the prewetting critical point the correlation length, associated with 2D bulk critical fluctuations from thin to thick states, diverges. The impact of this in the wedge geometry must be that the adsorption of liquid, relative to that at a planar wall, also diverges. This is not due to the unbinding of the thickthin interface from the wedge apex but rather because of the slow algebraic decay in the relative height of wetting layer. More specifically since this is a pseudo 2D phenomena we can expect that at the prewetting critical point the local height decays as η (x) ∼ |x| −β/ν where β and ν are the bulk critical exponents belonging to the 2D
Ising universality class. This phenomena should also be observable in mean-field DFT studies although here, the slow decay of the local height will follow the mean-field law for critical adsorption η (x) ∼ |x| −1 since at mean-field level β = ν = 1/2. This means that if we considered isotherms that cross the prewetting line at progressively higher temperatures the power-law divergence Γ wdg (µ) ∝ µ should eventually cross-over to different law appropriate to critical adsorption. In particular at mean-field level this should be a, much weaker, logarithmic divergence arising directly from the integration of η (x) ∼ |x| −1 along the wall. Further work is required to study this and will provide a stringent test of the numerical methods used in DFT studies of fluids which are spatially inhomogeneous in two dimensions. where r = x 2 + y 2 . While the integral in the above expression can be written in a closed form for r ≤ 1 (see, e.g., the appendix in the study by Pereira and Kalliadasis [63] ), it is cumbersome and leads to roundoff errors. For this reason the integral is computed numerically in the present study. When r > 1, we use the analytic expression provided.
Cumulative fluid-substrate potential
To obtain the expressions for the cumulative fluid-substrate potentials in the closed form, we first find the potential V 0 (x, y) due to a substrate occupying the space {(x, y, z) : x ≤ 0, y ≤ 0, −∞ < z < ∞}, namely: The cumulative potentials of the different substrates we consider can be expressed with the help of V 0 (x, y), e.g., the potential (16) can also be written as where the subscripts (1) and (2) (A.9)
